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WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF WAREHOUSE 
MANAGEMENT?

Every warehouse is different and should be managed by a unique, custom-
ized software solution. Although SAP Business ByDesign is a Cloud ERP 
Suite with extensive standard processes and functions, you can use it to  
develop a flexible and dynamic Warehouse Management System to meet the 
requirements of every company that operates a warehouse. The solution 
simplifies operation and boosts productivity. The capabilities and functions 
of SAP Business ByDesign meet or exceed the vast majority of other 
dedicated warehouse management systems. 

In a study by ibi Research, 62 percent of online retailers surveyed state that 
they use their merchandise management system to automate processes or 
reduce manual processes. A total of 49 percent also wanted more transpar-
ent processes, while 66 percent introduced merchandise management 
because of the consistent data inventory it provided. Making the change to 
software-based automation generally pays dividends even for businesses 
handling small package numbers per day.
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From goods receipt  1 , the goods pass through an incoming inspection before moving 
on to the warehouse system/high-rack storage area  2 .  3  Goods are taken from the 
warehouse to the production area.  4  The goods and products manufactured are moved 
to the high-rack storage area/warehouse system.  5  The goods in the warehouse are 
picked according to the customer orders.  6  Goods issue. The picked customer orders 
are prepared for shipping and handed over to freight forwarding.  7  and  8  represent 
the internal stock transfer of products in the warehouse.

Intralogistics – the flow of goods in the company
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Simple operation 
The integrated merchandise management (WaWi) of SAP Business ByDesign 
uses automated data acquisition and workflow compliance to streamline all 
warehouse tasks. We drastically reduce errors that occur during tasks such 
as goods receipt, placement in storage, picking, consolidation, and packag-
ing. SAP Business ByDesign introduces the concept of process validation, 
which means that employees cannot continue until the current task is 
correctly completed. 

Enhanced productivity 
Thanks to this simplicity, items are recorded, placed into storage, picked, 
bundled, packed, and dispatched with greater speed and accuracy. 
Warehouse workers can spend more time carrying out necessary tasks 
instead of wasting time rectifying errors such as misplaced items and 
incorrectly completed orders. Increased productivity boosts customer 
satisfaction because customers receive their orders quicker and return 
them due to errors less frequently.

Return on investment
The business benefits associated with ease of use and enhanced 
productivity are sufficient to generate a rapid return on investment, so that 
these functions and processes justify the use of SAP Business ByDesign – 
in addition to all the other functions of this ERP suite.

https://all4cloudgroup.com/en/solutions/cloud-erp-sap-business-bydesign/?utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
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 •
 •

The deep integration of warehouse management 
in their ERP processes is a key milestone in the 
automation of administration processes.

This allows employees to focus on their core 
tasks. You achieve more without having to hire 
new personnel. This boosts the efficiency of the 
entire company.
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GETTING STARTED 

The use of software solutions delivers the most consistent increase in your 
warehouse efficiency. The software reduces human error and misconduct 
while at the same time ensuring that each action is validated and completed 
on time.

First and foremost, your merchandise management system (WMS) adminis-
ters all operations involved in the receipt of goods and shipping of orders. It 
assigns the orders by priority, allows you to sort them according to criteria 
that are important to you, and creates step-by-step instructions to guide your 
order pickers. Order priorities can be changed according to specified rules if 
you wish. This would be virtually impossible using manual sorting proce-
dures. As a result, more orders are shipped and picked, and your team mem-
bers are informed at all times of their tasks.
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DETERMINING THE WAREHOUSE LAYOUT

The warehouse layout is an important aspect when it comes to increasing 
the efficiency of your warehouse. Many small companies begin with an over-
flowing room that functions as a warehouse. Employees gradually stack 
products or components there as they see fit. They find it very difficult to 
find these items again later on. What you do next can determine the future 
of your business. Successfully maintaining warehouse efficiency begins with 
three simple steps: maximizing the warehouse space, minimizing the 
physical steps, and keeping order.

Maximizing the warehouse
Your warehouse space is measured in three dimensions. When planning your 
warehouse layout, you must take account of aisles and racks both at ground 
level as well as in elevated areas. Good use of the available space can save 
you a lot of trouble later on. You must also plan for large-scale locations to 
store bulk goods and large items as well as small parts containers, wherever 
necessary.

Minimizing sequences and connections
Every additional step that your employees perform between the items affects 
your productivity. Each time your employees leave a fingerprint on a product 
while they move it is counted as a contact. Your warehouse layout should 
help reduce the number of steps and unnecessary contacts. The movement 
of your product and your team members should be minimized so as to 
expedite the work being carried out and to promote maximum efficiency. 
Consider the distance that your product travels between your goods receipt 
and your production sites as well as the goods issue. Next, you need to con-
sider the average distance that your employees travel between locations 
while they are picking orders or placing items into storage.Optimize the en-
tire logical sequence. 
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Keep it clean
One final tip is simply to keep your warehouse clean. Product spillages on 
the floor and suspended racks present hazards. Time lost due to accidents 
has a serious impact on the efficiency of the warehouse. In some ware- 
houses, containers are placed at the end of the aisle so that every employee 
can throw any objects that have fallen down into these containers and can 
then continue with his or her designated task. At the end of the day, these 
objects can be returned to their correct location instead of simply being 
crammed into the nearest space available, which gets them out of the way 
but may make it impossible to find them again. 

WAREHOUSE LOCATIONS

Once you have decided how the rack systems will be positioned and how the 
routes are to be organized, the next step is to create a location diagram. 
A location concept helps you optimize your workforce by reducing the time 
required to search for products. It also dramatically reduces accuracy errors 
when goods and products are placed into storage and picked.

Location diagram
A location diagram describes how you identify the individual locations in  
your warehouse, for instance, using letters, numbers, the building number, 
zone, floor, aisle number, section, rack, and site.
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If you only have one building or one floor, you can leave these parts out. 
Using a map of your warehouse floor, you can assign logically coordinated 
location numbers and then label all these locations on your floor so that your 
employees know exactly how to find a specific point in your diagram. Once 
your location diagram is ready, you must assign the products to the location 
based on characteristics such as size, demand, type, or process. This gener-
ally means that some locations are available for bulk goods and others for 
small goods. Specific locations are often reserved for large-batch items, 
which are collected directly from the hall again.
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Tip:  
If you pick a great deal of products on pallets,  
it often makes sense to store the heavy 
products in the storage area where the order 
picking path begins.

Optimizing workflows
The use of assigned storage locations improves warehouse efficiency by 
optimizing your human resources. Each item in your warehouse will have its 
place and the WMS keeps an eye on this location for you. If the item is 
ordered, your WMS informs your employees precisely where it is located on 
the floor, so all they need to do is go to the correctly labeled aisle, section, 
rack, and location number to pick it. In addition, items that are currently in 
demand can always be kept at the optimum picking level so that they can be 
picked quickly. Items that are frequently ordered together should be grouped 
close together. This increases the picking density and reduces the number of 
steps that your employees perform between the locations. It is much more 
efficient to drive past 10 locations rather than 50 locations.
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FOR ADVANCED USERS 

WAREHOUSE LAYOUT

If you have been using merchandise management for some time, you can 
continue to improve warehouse efficiency. Your goal should be to use perfor-
mance measurements and fine tuning to achieve further improvements. 
There is always something to be learned from the process and transaction 
data. The fact that the products also change means that there is constantly 
scope for improvements on the floor. Use the analysis tools in SAP Business 
ByDesign for this purpose: The integrated reporting quickly reveals the best 
and worst sellers in the warehouse.

Measuring and evaluating
Since you now have a functioning warehouse layout, you should focus on the 
areas where there are still problems. Do your reports indicate an area in the 
warehouse that is still affected by heavy traffic that is slowing everyone 
down? Do your employees find one area of the warehouse particularly diffi-
cult for picking orders or placing goods into storage? Have you thought of an 
additional step that could make their work easier? It's possible that your first 
layout was not perfect and simply needs some slight adjustments.
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Product changes 
In all probability, your products will change over time. If this happens, your 
warehouse layout must be flexible enough to adapt to the products. You will 
notice that your first layout was too short-sighted and does not allow for 
changes over time. It can take a whole year to see how your layout functions 
in every season. Use all the evaluation possibilities in your system and deter-
mine whether there are clear indications of a loss of warehouse efficiency 
during specific weeks or months. How can you address these problems 
without losing efficiency for the rest of the year?
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WAREHOUSE LOCATIONS

Random vs. fixed locations
Many warehouses use fixed locations, which means that the products are 
always stored at the same location or locations. More advanced systems 
allow you to use random locations because your IT system knows the 
location where you wish to store a product. You can also have the location 
selected for you. This information is automatically accessed and then for-
warded to your order pickers. This makes it easier to improve the efficiency 
of placing goods into storage and increase the picking density. It also opens 
up various possibilities if your product is subject to seasonal changes.

Additional equipment
Together with a more flexible and detailed location diagram, you have the 
option of adding physical equipment that builds on your location diagram. 
These include vertical lift modules that add more locations per square meter 
and make it easier for your employees to choose from vertical spaces with-
out using their own ladders or elevators. Carousels operate in a similar way 
and bring the product to the individual areas. This enables the use of fixed 
workstations and eliminates steps. Ultimately, pick-to-light systems increase 
the number of orders that can be picked at any time. They also offer your 
employees additional step-by-step instructions as to how many products are 
to be picked or which products are to be placed with which order – and 
much more besides.
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OPTIMIZING WORK 

Optimizing your work is the next step in your warehouse evaluation. Your 
WMS has many functions that directly influence the efficiency of your 
warehouse because they relate to your personnel and can increase produc-
tivity per employee without making their work more difficult.

Digitalizing the pick lists
If picking in a warehouse is not performed using mobile data terminals (such 
as on the right), it is generally carried out with the help of a pick list. This 
pick list provides the warehouse personnel with all the relevant information 
for fulfilling the current order. In addition to information such as the item 
name/number, storage bin, and the quantity to be picked, it can also contain 
other optional information such as the manufacturer, weight, price, or 
customer data. Even though picking in warehouses is still often carried out 
using this method, the majority of systems sold today support picking using 
mobile data terminals. Although the pick list scores highly due to its 
simplicity and the fact that it gives warehouse personnel a great deal of free-
dom, the method is usually considered to be obsolete.

The advantages of data-based picking are obvious. All information about the 
order is displayed to the warehouse personnel quickly, easily, and clearly. 
Inventory adjustments and replenishments can be initiated directly and 
transmitted to the system. Depending on the mobile data terminals used, 
they keep the hands of the warehouse personnel free. 
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For warehouses that contain a product mix with multiple zones and separate 
as well as simultaneous picking processes, productivity can be increased as 
follows. Each employee remains in a zone and does not drive around the en-
tire warehouse. The withdrawals from each zone are then deposited at a col-
lecting station and combined as an order. Naturally, picking within every zone 
is still controlled by the merchandise management to achieve maximum 
efficiency.

If you want to learn more about the benefits of an integrated solution for 
your warehouse, you can register for one of our webinars at any time or 
arrange an appointment directly.

EACH SCANNER IN THE  
WAREHOUSE REQUIRES A 
MATCHING APP. 
For example scan4cloud, which you can test 
free of charge for 30 days. The more  
languages this type of app can support, the 
more it helps your employees in the  
warehouse to process work orders in their 
native language. This reduces the error rate.

https://all4cloudgroup.com/en/scan4cloud-video-demo/?utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
https://meetings.hubspot.com/detlef-aden?utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook
https://all4cloudgroup.com/en/solutions/warehouse-app-scan4cloud/?utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=8-sSc5RBqUeQVdOHhsbJh3yJ3lrMutlJhy3pVq1TKyBUM0M4SzdRQlRVTVgySDkwRjBFMFdOVFlFVy4u&utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
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YOUR SOFTWARE

Making the right choice

You can choose between a special WMS or a software suite that integrates 
all merchandise management processes in the ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning). The latter offers many advantages.

The use of a specialized software solution that focuses solely on WMS 
requires a degree of customization on the IT side. You must then link or con-
nect this system with your ERP. Please consider this when choosing your 
solution because it will add to the cost. Providers already offer these types 
of interfaces; simple plug & play is not possible. If, on the other hand, you 
select an ERP suite that already incorporates merchandise management, 
these interfaces can be omitted. Another problem is that you must also 
always update the interfaces whenever new software versions are released.

Practical tip: Test our mobile warehouse app free for 30 days.

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=8-sSc5RBqUeQVdOHhsbJh3yJ3lrMutlJhy3pVq1TKyBUM0M4SzdRQlRVTVgySDkwRjBFMFdOVFlFVy4u&utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=8-sSc5RBqUeQVdOHhsbJh3yJ3lrMutlJhy3pVq1TKyBUM0M4SzdRQlRVTVgySDkwRjBFMFdOVFlFVy4u&utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
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ADDING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
There is a broad range of advanced tools that can be integrated in your ware-
house management system. These days, RFID tags and scanners are tools 
that can provide comprehensive support for the work carried out by employ-
ees in the warehouse. The use of bar codes and their ongoing development 
opens up additional dimensions in your warehouse. Other options such as 
automated storage and retrieval systems, for example, vertical lift modules 
and carousels, can work hand in hand with your software to solve less 
work-intensive warehouse tasks.

Improved planning
Once you know how your new system functions, it is time to go one step fur-
ther and maximize warehouse efficiency by coordinating your movements 
with your shipping schedule. Your WMS lets you prioritize the order replen-
ishment according to shipping windows. This also includes differentiation of 
order shipping with different forwarding agents and their expected collection 
times. By mastering these capabilities, you will ensure that your customers 
can enjoy more punctual deliveries.

 

Supply 
Chain Suite in a Box

Project 
Management

Sales

Finances

CRM

Purchasing

+ Solution expansions
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CLOSING REMARKS

Hopefully, this guide has given you a better understanding of how a ware-
house management system can help improve warehouse efficiency. Whether 
you are getting started or have many years of experience using these 
systems: there are numerous optimization possibilities. 
 
Many beginners experience an immediate jump in productivity following the 
successful introduction of a WMS. However, progress does not end here. 
There are many other functions of your WMS that you can implement with 
beneficial effect after the end of the process. 
 
If your team has got a grasp of the warehouse layout topics presented in the 
first half of the guide, then the changeover to additional solutions is a natural 
next step that will give you added benefits compared with your competitors. 

Detlef Aden 
all4cloud GmbH & Co. KG
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DO YOU WANT MORE SPEED  
IN YOUR WAREHOUSE?
 
Then schedule a meeting with me here. 

Alternatively, you can go ahead and  
test scan4cloud for 30 days.  
Without obligation and free of charge.

Detlef Aden, 
Head of Business Development & Channel all4cloud

scan4cloud LinkedInscan4cloud in 60 sec. customer reference

https://meetings.hubspot.com/detlef-aden?utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=8-sSc5RBqUeQVdOHhsbJh3yJ3lrMutlJhy3pVq1TKyBUM0M4SzdRQlRVTVgySDkwRjBFMFdOVFlFVy4u&utm_campaign=NNN%20scan4cloud&utm_source=eBook&utm_content=EN
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13534688/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13534688/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZDJSzk9odc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EadFWpzIl84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wIe36HQlhM&feature=emb_logo
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SAP Cloud ERP – understanding, consulting, doing!

More than 200 SMEs place their trust in us and the leading Cloud 
ERP solution from SAP: SAP Business ByDesign. We impress our 
SME customers with our process understanding, industry expertise, 
and unique Cloud DNA. We are the experts in the Cloud ERP world. 
Follow us into the cloud.

all4cloud GmbH & Co. KG
Werner-Heisenberg-Str. 6a
68519 Viernheim, Germany
www.all4cloud.de


